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We ‘purchased’ the property using a JV investor who not only put up all of the money
but also actually took ownership of the property too (we used a JV agreement which
you can get on my shop).
He had come into some money and was no longer working and as such had a hefty
income tax allowance he could use before incurring any tax. He also didn’t own any
property so there was no stamp duty to pay.
The property needed a lot of work and was also small. As such we applied for
planning permission for a first floor extension over the garage which was approved
but didn’t do any work to it at all.
We purchased the property for £210,000 and sold it for £249,950.
The cottage could have sold for more but the buyer was selling a flat in a block in the
other photo. He was happy to do a deal to avoid a chain and secure the cottage.
We agreed to buy the flat at a 30% discount on market value, we purchased this for
cash using another investor (using a loan agreement) and refinanced it repaying the
investor.
Each investor got a return, we netted approximately £25,000 and got a deposit free
flat which we still own to this day.
I think that’s a win:win:win:win!

A FREE FLAT

CASE STUDY

This was a quaint little cottage we purchased from a seller moving overseas who
didn’t want a chain and needed flexibility over the completion date.
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The property market continues to boom as the
demand for property still outweighs the supply. With
the second phase of stamp duty holiday ending, for
many home buyers and investors the pressure is on.
This tension is becoming clear for all parties as
solicitor complaints rise. Discussions in the property
community show an across the board upset with
solicitors at current, the service levels and time frames
are understandably very poor. The added time
pressure and influx of buyers seems to be just too
much for most firms. Therefore, should we expect
service levels to improve over the coming months? I;m
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MYTH BUSTING
WITH LISA

There is a big myth surrounding income requirements for buy to
let mortgages and the minimum requirement being £25k from
non property income. The truth is many lenders, especially in the
specialist market do not have any income requirements and even
if they do, the majority will accept income from property. The
lender will typically want to see you do have an income or
savings to coverr voids and maintenance even if they have no
minimum income requirements.
For a residential mortgage however many lenders do not accept
rental income for affordability but don't despair as there are a
sufficent number who do as long as it is on your tax calculations.

Most building insurance policies do not cover your property for
voids even specialist landlord policies. Some policies may provide
cover but those that do will usually have a time limit eg 30 or 60
days. Also this is typically for ‘between tenancies’ only i.e. not for
properties on the market for sale or undergoing refurbishment.
Cover for void periods are usually restricted to FLEA cover which is
only fire, lightning, explosion and aircraft ie not theft or malicious
damage which is the most common.

LISA'S TOP TIP

Most policies will specify that certain conditions are met during
void periods such as turning off gas, water, sealing letterboxes,
evidence of regular inspections etc.
Empty property insurance can be expensive but is usually charged
pro rata with unused periods usually refunded.

I am offering Consultancy Services for Investors, Mortgage
Advisers and Home Buyers to find out more visit my website at
lisaorme.co or drop me an email at contact@lisaorme.co

GET MORE
FROM LISA

Our readers get 10% off the Mortgage Momma Shop and
Etsy Shop using code NewsLetter10 at checkout.
You can find me and more content on Instagram, Facebook,
Tiktok, Youtube and Podcasts, just search for
MortgageMommaUK.
Read more about me and my story on my website at
mortgagemomma.uk

I want to talk about Steel Frame properties, these are regarded as being Non Standard
Construction. They are often easy to spot as the upper part of the property most likely has exposed
ribbed steel sheets.
A large number of steel frame properties were built
after World War 2 as they were quick to construct
in a time when housing was needed rapidly.
The majority of steel frame properties were designed

LETS TALK PROPERTIES

and produced by the British Iron and Steel Federation
and are commonly referred to as BISF.
Steel frame properties are known for poor energy efficiency and insulation, generally don’t last as
long as brick built, can be beset with issues such as corrosion and can also be difficult to insure.
As a result these properties can be problematic to mortgage.
BISF are generally regarded as acceptable to the lenders who will consider steel frame properties,
other types of steel frame may or may not be acceptable.
Some steel frame properties have had a brick skin built on the outside but this doesn’t alter the
fact they are steel frame underneath.
If you are buying a steel frame property you should consider it may be more difficult to obtain a
mortgage. If you have other issues such as adverse credit, job or residency issues for example then
you may find there isn’t a lender suitable for all of your circumstances plus the steel frame.
Even if the lender finds them acceptable they will usually leave the final decision to the valuer who
may reject it or give a lower value to account for it being non standard construction. You should
not expect the same value for an equivalent brick built property.
This may provide you with a discount buying opportunity but you should consider you may have
difficulty selling the property yourself later for the same reasons.
While presently there are a number of lenders who will consider steel frame properties when the
credit crunch hit and lenders were very risk averse it was significantly more difficult to obtain
mortgages for non standard construction properties.
There are fewer lenders for buy to let and even
fewer for HMOs and Limited Company lending so
be particularly careful if you intend to purchase
a steel frame property for these purposes.
Remember it's not just about your acquisition, you
should always consider your exit too.
I am not saying don’t buy a steel frame property
but simply to understand the issues you may face.
And do speak to a mortgage adviser before
committing.

What's New at
Mortgage Momma?
I’m delighted to have launched my new educational series;
Mortgage Momma 5ive Guides - get it! 🍔
Each guide will focus on a different aspect of mortgages,
finance or property and feature five key aspects.
Find them on my Youtube Channel - MortgageMommaUK
A new episode will be released weekly so make sure to
subscribe to keep up to date.
Check out my Podcasts too; available on all the major
podcast platforms - look for Mortgage Momma!
We have lots of things in the works so make sure to follow me
on my social media platforms to keep up to date.
Speak Soon!

Mortgage Momma x

